Computer Lab as Learning Hub
Fostering serious learning and creativity
by Gary Stager

Once upon a time, an enthusiastic creative teacher (much

visited the cave at least once per season, and the guard

like yourself) used ye olde personal credit card to buy a

had a specific curriculum to cover during those visits.

classroom computer. This teacher was excited by how the
computer could be used by children to learn and to create

Soon, the promising projects created in the olden days

things never before imagined!

were replaced with a mandate for computer literacy. In
order to ensure this mandate was met, “computer literacy”

The leaders of the village became so excited by what they

no longer meant that every child should have the expertise

saw in that pioneering classroom that they pooled their

required to program the computer, or the technical and

treasure to buy a dozen personal computers. The elders of

creative skills to build unique learning projects, but instead

the village soon wondered what to do with these new

would verify that they could bookmark a web page or

computers since there were not enough to put in each

identify the mouse in a standardized “tech literacy” test.

classroom and few teachers shared the enthusiasm of the
In 2010, some village schools even erected iPod labs so

early adopter.

that all students would get to see these new-fangled
Thus, a decision was made to secret all of the school’s

devices and would be taught to use them during iPod

computers in a cave guarded by a computer teacher. A

lessons. The resulting iTests to ensure iLiteracy will

schedule was carefully made to ensure that every student

undoubtedly result in some students failing iPod.

The moral of this tale is that our
current vision for the computer lab is a
historical accident that bears
correcting, not a wonder fossil that
should be preserved in amber. If you
happen to be your school’s computer
teacher, consider the following ideas
for bringing greater benefit to students
in your lab.

Ask yourself each day, ‘What
good things can kids do with
computers?’
Don’t be surprised when kids do
extraordinary things with computers.
Be surprised when adults are surprised.
Everyone should expect that children
can use computers in deeper, more
thoughtful ways than school often asks
of them. Cute may be a subset of
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“good,” but it is a poor substitute for
excellence.

Quality work takes time
The average American student
touches a computer at school for less
than one hour per week, inadequate
time for serious learning or creativity
to result. Can the computer lab
schedule be as open and flexible as the
library? If students can come use a
computer whenever they need to, for
as long as they need to, they’ll learn
more, the computers will be used to
greater benefit, and the school will
take an important step towards
learner-centered school reform.

Shun ‘software du jour’
Don’t confuse quantity with quality.

Rather than spending time teaching
applications, use applications to
explore ideas. Afford kids the chance
to become good at something!
Making kids jump from one
software application to another
deprives them of the opportunity to
develop fluency and reduces the
odds that they will learn or create
something of substance.

Shun ‘idea du jour’
If you are thinking about teaching
digital storytelling, focus on writing or
filmmaking. These disciplines have
100 to 1,000 years of tradition and
wisdom behind them. When we
commit to the entire writing process,
kids are capable of engaging in serious
filmmaking!

Aspire beyond mash–ups and
remixes
While you may find a few, the world’s
great art museums are not full of
collages. Mash-ups and remixes are
fun, but are they really the expression
of a higher personal aesthetic?

Sometimes it’s better to follow
your own curriculum
If you do all the work to create
activities that match the classroom
curriculum, you enable your colleagues
to continue avoiding integrating in the
classroom. If kids develop computing
competence and fluency with you, they
will know how to integrate those skills
into other subjects.

SNACKS
Share™

Adding pizzazz to images
You can make images in your projects
really “pop” by adding looks. These
visual effects can include reflections,
shadows, frames, and combinations
thereof.

Choose an image style from the Look
options.

Add an image to a page. Click the image
to select it.

The look will be applied to the image.

Click the Options tab on the panel on
the right.

Stop using computer time for
non-computing activities
Digital citizenship and information
literacy should be part of the broader
curriculum, taught by all. It shouldn’t
tie up your computers and eat into
students’ valuable computer time.

Teacher Connection
Jumping into technology together
“Our first Frames

Take a stand
We are beginning to see movement
towards using school computers for
standardized testing and test-prep,
resulting in a reduction in the quality
and quantity of creative ways in which
computers may be used to construct
knowledge. If your lab is at risk of
being used in this way, stand up and
say, “Not with my computers!”
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I’m sure the kids could have done it.
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We submitted our project to NASA along with

total success!

other artifacts from our experience and sent
We
Donna Hall

are
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the video to our county video competition. We

engineering and

had a ‘World Premiere’ event in the library and

mathematics

a private showing for some of the families. You

magnet school in Pinellas County,

can see it if you search ‘Jamerson Elementary’

Florida.

in iTunes podcasts.

A

group

of

second-grade

students wanted to show what they
learned about NASA’s Solar Dynamics

I am no longer anxious about taking on a

Observatory. They wrote a script, made

claymation project and plan to do more in the

characters, took photos, and moved

future… look out, Pixar!”

pieces to produce a 60-second PSA
titled ‘Little SDO and Friends Save the
Day’. We recorded the voice-over and
added a musical score made by a
classmate.
Since this was our first Frames project, I
put the project together. It was so easy,
the creative educator
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